Meriton High-Level Picking
High-level picking systems maximize your space utilization in areas
for storage of smaller articles or for picking of orders. We offer
picking systems that are single or double level (using catwalks) or
custom-designed systems for use with high-reach order pickers.
There are a wide range of shelf depths, widths and heights available.
Shelves can be made from wire mesh decking (see photo at left),
open steel plank or completely closed design made from steel
drop-in panels or wood planks.
Standard depths: 18”, 24”, 30”, 36”, 48”
Standard widths: 5', 6', 7', 8', 9', 10'
Standard heights: From 10' - 18'

Mini-Racking
Meriton mini-racking is constructed of strong rollformed
steel treated with a highly resistant powdercoating finish.
Shelf options range from wire mesh or open steel plank to
fully closed shelves made from inset wood or steel
drop in panels.
Standard Depths: 18”, 24”, 30”, 36”
Standard Lengths: 5', 6', 7', 8', 9'
Frame Heights: From 6' to 15'

Meriton Shelving Systems
Meriton has a large choice of shelving and picking
systems in both our new and pre-owned division.
Choose from standard steel shelving in open or
closed models from 5' to 10' in boltless shelves that
attach easily with clips. There are many options
available for our steel shelving: closed back and sides,
dividers, pull-out modular drawers, kickplates, and
many types of bin systems to organize your parts.
We can customize your shelving system to your type
of parts storage be it automotive, plastic, steel, or dies.
Standard depths: 12”, 15”, 18”, 24”, 30”, 36”
Standard widths: 30”, 36”, 42”, 48”
Standard heights: 6'-4”, 7'-4”, 8'-4”

Meriton Carton Flow Shelving
Carton flow shelving maximizes the utilization of your available space.
All systems are gravity-driven and perfect for applications with
numerous SKUs. Inventory rotation is ensured with First-In/First-Out
presentation basis. Separating the loading aisle from the retrieval aisle
allows pickers to operate more efficiently. Carton Flow, with its tilted
shelves which improve visibility and order accuracy, is the perfect
answer for split case or piece picking. Other options, such as impact
decks and intermediate supports, can help guard against warehouse
abuse and prolong system longevity. Carton Flow can be integrated
with conveyors and other storage solutions to create functional pick
modules and warehouse product picking efficiency.

Meriton Archive Storage Systems
Meriton has a complete line of storage systems for all types and sizes of
archives, be it paper document or media storage such as tapes or discs.
Ask the sales office for more information and our archive brochure that
will give you and in-depth explanation of the complete line.

Types of Shelf Surfaces Available:

Steel Drop-in Panel #3-DIP

Steel Sheet Metal
Parts Shelf #3-MPS

Wire Mesh Deck #5-WMD

